
MV-3TH / MV-6TH



□ Quality issues for joining SMT components

Electronic parts soldered by inserting electronic components in the through hole plating on the 

print board are partially unplated, and soldering is connected to poor soldering due to lack of 

soldering, or cracks in the soldering part due to deterioration of light age deterioration.

In particular, automotive boards lead to fatal quality problems.

< Unplated image of through hole on PCB >

Cold Solder defectGood NG



□ Through-hole inspection of current PCB

The electrical conduit inspection is carried out when the PCB is shipped.

However, the partial lack of through hole plating cannot specify the location of the defect due to the 

electricality.

In addition, even if the resistance value of the through hole part is measured using a special 

dedicated jig, it is difficult to detect defects with small changes in the resistance value.

Therefore, most PCB manufacturers conduct visual inspection for partial deficiency of through hole 

plating or complete through hole deficiency of wide-area patterns such as power.

Inspection costs such as reliability and labor costs are becoming a big challenge.

Dedicated JIG



The through-hole inner wall of the PCB is photographed with a side camera in 4 directions, and a 

dedicated image inspection algorithm automatically detects the partially unplated part of the 

through-hole plating of the PCB.

The picture below is an image of the inner wall of the through-

hole taken at Side Camera.

□ Unplated inspection of through-hole plating part of PCB by 

visual inspection

NG Good



Detection method of defective locations

The algorithm we are using checks the share of the color or luminance specified on the wall inside 

the hole. The goods look reddish brown because they are evenly plated.

Defects result in a difference in color or luminance of copper plating.

Binarization

The copper-plated color, as shown below, or the same position (Black) and different position 

(White) as luminance.

Determine each cell as NG beyond the specified white color percentage.

□ Inspection algorithm

Good NG



□ Inspectable hole size

The picture below is an image of a through-hole with a diameter of 0.25mm.

The overall defect can be detected. 

The diameter of the hole, which clearly detects the lack of partial plating, should be at 

least 0.35mm.



□ 18 Mega Pixel Camera for High Speed Inspection

Because the PCB through-hole inner wall is inspected, a four-way side camera should be used and 

the inner through-hole should be photographed. Because it greatly reduces the shooting time, we 

developed the CoaXPress standard camera and parallelized the transfer process of information 

taken with four cameras to the computer.



□ Inspection time and how to create inspection date

* The resolution is 7.3μm and the area that can be inspected at once is 36.11mm x 27.08mm.

Inspect the area at approximately 0.5 seconds(maximum speed conditions), regardless of the 

number of holes.

250㎜

150㎜

Board Size : 250㎜×150㎜

Around 10 sec~20 sec

* The drill data of the PCB is required to create inspection data.

When the library data that sets inspection conditions for each hole diameter is created, the 

inspection conditions are automatically deployed from the drill data's coordinate data.

Inspection data can be written in about 15 minutes on a 250mm x 300mm PCB.



After the inspection is over, the PCB that has NG occurred automatically displays the NG image as 

shown below to make a final OK and NG judgment. The sample board size of the screen below is about 

200mm x 150mm.

□ Display of Defect Check

OK Image of Detection NG Detection NG Image

Show defective 

locations with arrows in 

the entire PCB Image



The image of the defective position can be zoomed in and out of the defective screen. 

The following is an unzoomed screen.

□ Display of Defect Check

OK Image of Detection NG Detection NG Image



To determine the NG position, it is also possible to display the entire PCB image throughout the display 

screen with arrows of the NG position.

□ Display of Defect Check



□ Machine Model

＊In-line type

・ MV-6TH (Board Size : 50ｍｍ×50ｍｍ～460ｍｍ×510ｍｍ)



＊Off-line type

・MV-3TH (Board Size : 50ｍｍ×50ｍｍ～550ｍｍ×610ｍｍ)

□ Machine Model



Nodule(Bur) defect detection of through-hole is also possible with the same inspection machine.

Of course, it can be examined simultaneously with through-hole.

The image below is the result of the detection of Nodule(Bur) defect.

□ Nodule(bur) inspection of Through-hole

Top Camera can detect defect of 

Nodule(Bur) in hole area

Top Camera Image



Top Camera Image Binarization Image Result

□ Examples of other inspection (check for peel off of resists between PADs)

The same inspection machine allows peeling inspection between PADs such as SOP and QFP.

The test resolution is 7.3μm, and the cases that were difficult to detect with the existing final 

appearance inspection machine can be detected.



□ Examples of other inspection (Measurement of Elliptical Hole_Width of Stripe )



□ Examples of other inspection (Inspect appearance router for deflection)



□ Examples of other inspection (F-Mark Exterior Measurement Inspection_Center Dist)



□ Examples of other inspection (Character OCR inspection)



Uncharged parts can be detected in the resin replenishment process with the same inspection machine.

The picture below shows a Good/NG image with a hole diameter of 0.25mm.

Set the inspection area in the hole to determine Good/NG at the ratio of Good luminance and other 

luminance to White in the inspection area. (Good: White ratio not more than 10%)

□ Examples of other inspection (Uncharged process inspection of resin hole)

Good NG

NGGood NG



□ Machine specification 1

Board Size Range

MV-3TH (Off Lin Type Machine + Vacuum Parts) 50㎜ x 50㎜ ~ 610㎜ x 550㎜

MV-6TH (In Line Type Machine) 50㎜ x 50㎜ ~ 510㎜ x 460㎜

Image Transfer Technology Type/ FOV Size

18 Mega Pixel Camera 4,912 x 3,684 Pixel CoaXpress 24 fps

2D Inspection Technology

2D Inspection Technology ISIS® Vision System 

Inspection Item
Defects in the plating part of the through-hole, non-charge of the hole, foreign subs

tances inside the hole, deflection of the hole, etc.

Lens Resolution, FOV Size

18 Mega Pixel Camera 4,912 x 3,684 Pixel Pixel Resolution : 7.3㎛ 36.11 ㎜ x 27.08 ㎜



System Specification

Lens Configuration Precision Telecentric Compound Lens 

Lighting System 8 Phase Coaxial Color Light System

Maximum PCB Warpage ±2㎜ (In Line Type Machine MV-6TH)

PCB Thickness 0.5㎜～3㎜ (MV-3TH, Option : 10ｍｍ)

Maximum PCB Weight 4kg (In Line Type Machine MV-6TH)

Barcode System (Option) 1D or 2D Barcode Reader

Built in SPC System Standard

Built in Repair System Standard

Off Line Teaching Tool, Debugging System

(Option)
Option

Off Line Repair System (Option) Option

NG – Marker System Option (MV-3TH)

Minimum Hole Size Inspection

Diameter 0.25㎜
• In case of through-hole plating defect inspection, 

0.35mm for some defects

0.2mm (For clogged resin holes)

□ Machine specification 2



Machine Dimension and Weight, Utility

MV-3TH (Size) 1,215㎜(W) x 1,455㎜(D) x 1,450㎜(H) 

MV-3TH (Weight) 550Kg

MV-3TH (Power Requirements) Single Phase(s) 200～240V, 1.1KW

MV-3TH (Vacuum Pump Power) Three Phase 200～240V, 3KW

MV-6TH (Size) 1,080㎜(W) x 1,470㎜(D) x 1,560㎜(H) 

MV-6TH (Weight) 760Kg

MV-6TH (Power) Single Phase(s) 200～240V, 1.1KW

MV-6TH (AIR) 5㎏f/㎠ (0.5Mpa)

□ Machine specification 2
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